A novel precise radar target ranging method based on echo phases and slip matching of envelopes is presented in this paper. The method provides a high precision with rootmean-square error at sub-wavelength level, and it only requires envelopes of the echo pulses. The difficulty is matching procedure of envelopes. According to the principle of resolving ambiguous phases based on slip matching of envelopes, some restraint conditions for ambiguity resolution are proposed, and the theory of extracting ambiguous Doppler phases from wideband radar echoes is provided. The method provides a more convenient and precise way to resolve ambiguous phases, and the experiments have validated the performance of ranging capability.
INTRODUCTION
Micro-motion is the mechanical dynamics of a target or any structure on the target in addition to bulk motion, including rotation, vibration, tumbling, precession and so on [1] . Characteristic analysis of radar target with micro-motions have gotten more and more attentions in radar community [2] . Lots of researches have been conducted in recent years [3, 4] , such as imaging of radar target with micro-motions, modulation mechanics of micro-motions on electromagnetic wave, extraction of micro-motions' feature, estimation of micro-motions parameters, and so on. The key technical challenge among these researches is micro-motion characteristic acquisition because of its weakness in radar echoes, especially under the conditions such as small amplitude of micro-motions, low working frequency of radar, or inaccurate compensation of bulk translation [5] . The precise estimation of radar target range is an effective way to solve the micro-motion characteristic acquisition problem. It has been reported that the X-band radar GBR and SBR in the missile defense systems of the USA have a highly precise measurement capability of range and velocity [6] . The key technology is phase derived range (PDR), which has highly precise measurement capability of range at sub-wavelength level. And it guarantees higher data rate and discriminates more dynamics details of target compared with the traditional Doppler method. There are two technical cores in PDR, which are the phase extraction from wideband radar echo and resolution of ambiguous Doppler phase considering different radar conditions. As far as the resolution of ambiguous phase is concerned, the traditional method is integrating Doppler frequency to resolve the ambiguous phase. But it needs precise phase measurement value, which radars sometimes can not provide.
In this paper, a novel method of resolving ambiguous phase based on slip matching of envelopes is presented. The works are organized as follows: the basic principle of resolving ambiguous phase based on slip matching of envelopes is analyzed in Section 2, and the restraint conditions for the method is considered and analyzed in section 3. In section 4, the extraction of ambiguous Doppler phase is developed. The experimental results are presented in Section 5, showing the performance of the method on ambiguity resolution and measurement of the range.
RESOLVE AMBIGUOUS PHASE BASED ON SLIP MATCHING OF ENVELOPES
For one-dimensional range profiles of target, the peaks of envelopes represent target scatterers. By observing the trail of the envelope, the target physical movement information can be obtained. In order to get the number of range bins between successive profiles, the correlation function is utilized and it goes the max when the two successive envelopes match the most. Vary the slip ranging bins with step by one range bin, and figure out how many range bins have been slid when the result of correlation function is maximal. After obtaining the range bins between the two successive envelopes, the corresponding ambiguous circles K can be estimated accurately. The resolution of ambiguous Doppler phase based on slip matching of envelopes can be realized, as shown in Fig. 1 .
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Fig. 1. Procedure of resolving ambiguous phase
After receiving the radar echoes, the ambiguous circles and ambiguous phase can be yielded soon. The phase can be translated to the range with error values at sub-wavelength level. According to the theory of phase derived range, the relationship between radial range and Doppler phase can be expressed as 0 4 4
where f D denotes unambiguous Doppler phase, R denotes radial range and 0 f is the carrier frequency of radar. The sketch map of slip matching of envelopes is shown in Fig.2 . 
where K denotes the ambiguous circles, and 0 r represents radial range corresponding to the ambiguous phase and it is inaccurate. But the ambiguous circles K is accurate.
The unambiguous Doppler phase can be yielded with K.
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The Doppler radial range is calculated as follows:
For complex target, there are many scatterers. In addition to bulk motion, target sometimes has micro-motion with large amplitude, resulting in the change of scatterers' relative location and mix of envelopes from different range window. In this condition, method proposed in this paper is no longer useful. So target is assumed not to have micromotion with large amplitude or mechanical dynamics which can change the relative location of target scatterers such as tumbling.
RESTRAINT CONDITIONS FOR SLIP MATCHING OF ENVELOPES
As 
But in this condition, it does not reflect the restraint relationship between the resolution of the ambiguous phase and the parameters of the radar measurements directly.
Using aforementioned equations, m D can be yielded
where ' m is the error value of range bins envelope has been slide, ' a q is the error value of ambiguous phase. 
Considering
EXTRACT OF AMBIGUOUS DOPPLER PHASE
A linear frequency modulation(LFM) signal has been chosen as the transmitted signal. The m th transmitted pulse is
where t $ denotes fast-time [7] , slow time is m t m Tr = × , and
f is the carrier frequency of the transmitted wave, g denotes the slope of frequency modulation. Target is assumed to move at a constant velocity at radial direction, then the target radial range is 
After the dechirping process the echo yields
After fast method of dechirping and phase compensation, the echo finally yields
where 0 f t is the ambiguous Doppler phase.
EXPERIMENTS RESULTS
In this section, experiments intend to validate the algorithm performance using radar measurement data of cone target with procession, including the extraction of Doppler phase from wideband radar and resolution of ambiguous phase. The procession is a typical kind of micro-motion for space target. A metal cone target is designed to conduct procession, the length is 1.4m, the diameter of bottom is 0.37m, as shown in Fig.3 . There are three engines for driving the cone in precession with the variable parameters such as the angle of precession a, the cycle of precession T, and the angle q between line of radar sight and precession axis. Radar works with sweep frequency mode, operating at X band (9.5-10.5GHz, the bandwidth is 1GHz and the frequency step is 10MHz) and K band (14.5-16GHz, the bandwidth is 1.5GHz, and the frequency step is 15MHz), the pulse width is 100ms, and the pulse repetition time is 200ms. In order to acquire the characteristic of micro-motions with the proposed method above, the first step is to resolve the different scatterers in the target by the sequences of 1-D HRRP, the second step is to extract the Doppler phase from peaks in HRRPs, and the final step is to determine the relative radial range of corresponding parts of cone based on phase resolution with the scatterers association. Fig.4 shows three successive sequences of 1-D HRRP of target with bulk motion, and the velocity=25m/s. The horizontal axis represents radial range, while the vertical one represents the amplitude. The results have demonstrated that proposed method can provide the radial range with high precision at the level of sub-wavelength. The results also have shown the feasibility of resolving ambiguous phase by slip matching of envelopes.
CONCLUSION
A novel method of resolving ambiguity in phase derived range based on slip matching of envelopes is presented in this paper. This algorithm has two advantages. First, slip matching of envelopes algorithm has a high precision with error at sub-wavelength level. Second, comparing to traditional integral of Doppler frequency algorithm, this method only needs envelopes, which provides a more convenient way to resolve ambiguous phase.
However, as mentioned above, this algorithm needs a relatively simple structure of targets and may be invalid in the condition of scatterers' relative location variations. The method of slip matching of envelopes still needs further researches.
